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Motivation
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About 27% of the energy of the universe is due to some Dark Matter

A possibility is that DM is made of WIMPs that are thermal relics 
produced in the early universe through the freeze-out mechanism

Direct detection searches (the latest: XENON1T) and LHC searches are 
giving increasingly tight constraints on WIMP models

It is time to consider also alternative paradigms,         
e.g. axion DM or different DM production mechanisms



The freeze-in mechanism
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Production mechanism for non-thermal (because feebly-coupled) Dark Matter 
Hall, Jedamzik, March-Russell, West ‘09

Feebly Interacting Massive Particle
Dark Matter abundance through freeze-in mechanism

✦Dark matter not in thermal equilibrium with SM bath
✦Produced via decay or scattering of particles in thermal equilibrium

Hall, Jedamzik, March-Russell, West '09
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DM never in thermal equilibrium with the SM bath, produced via 
scattering or decays of bath particles (the ‘mediators’)
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The freeze-in mechanism
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Figure 2. The two basic mechanisms for DM production: the freeze-out (left panel) and freeze-in
(right panel), for three di↵erent values of the interaction rate between the visible sector and DM
particles � in each case. The arrows indicate the e↵ect of increasing the rate � of the two processes.
In the left panel x = m�/T and gray dashed line shows the equilibrium density of DM particles. In
the right panel x = m�/T , where � denotes the particle decaying into DM, and the gray dashed line
shows the equilibrium density of �. In both panels Y = n�/s, where s is the entropy density of the
baryon-photon fluid.

n = 0 for s-wave annihilation, n = 1 for p-wave annihilation, and so on. Here we assumed
that the freeze-out occurs when DM is non-relativistic.

Eq. (3.6) has an important feature: the present abundance is inversely proportional to
the DM annihilation cross section. This can be understood by recalling that in the freeze-out
scenario DM particles are initially in thermal equilibrium with the visible sector and the
stronger the interaction between them is, the longer the DM particles remain in equilibrium
and thus the more their abundance gets diluted before the eventual freeze-out. This can also
be seen in the left panel of Fig. 2.

3.3 Freeze-in

The above discussion was based on the assumption that the DM initially reached thermal
equilibrium with the visible sector. However, if the coupling between the visible sector and
DM particles is very small, typically y ' O(10�7) or less [254, 255], interactions between them
are not strong enough for DM to reach thermal equilibrium and freeze-out cannot happen.
Instead, the observed DM abundance can be produced by the freeze-in mechanism [15, 18].
In this case, the particle undergoing the freeze-in is referred to as a FIMP (Feebly Interacting
Massive Particle) [18], as opposed to the WIMP.

In the simplest case, the initial number density of DM particles is either zero or negligibly
small, and the observed abundance is produced by bath particle decays, for instance by
� ! ��, where � is a particle in the visible sector heat bath [15–18, 238, 256–261]. The
freeze-in yield is active until the number density of � becomes Boltzmann-suppressed, n� /
exp(�m�/T ). The comoving number density of DM particles � then becomes a constant and
the DM abundance freezes in. This is depicted in the right panel of Fig. 2.
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Resulting relic density 
from B1 ! B2 �DM
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Review: Bernal et al. ‘17

Production mechanism for non-thermal (because feebly-coupled) Dark Matter 
Hall, Jedamzik, March-Russell, West ‘09
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Figure 2. The two basic mechanisms for DM production: the freeze-out (left panel) and freeze-in
(right panel), for three di↵erent values of the interaction rate between the visible sector and DM
particles � in each case. The arrows indicate the e↵ect of increasing the rate � of the two processes.
In the left panel x = m�/T and gray dashed line shows the equilibrium density of DM particles. In
the right panel x = m�/T , where � denotes the particle decaying into DM, and the gray dashed line
shows the equilibrium density of �. In both panels Y = n�/s, where s is the entropy density of the
baryon-photon fluid.

n = 0 for s-wave annihilation, n = 1 for p-wave annihilation, and so on. Here we assumed
that the freeze-out occurs when DM is non-relativistic.

Eq. (3.6) has an important feature: the present abundance is inversely proportional to
the DM annihilation cross section. This can be understood by recalling that in the freeze-out
scenario DM particles are initially in thermal equilibrium with the visible sector and the
stronger the interaction between them is, the longer the DM particles remain in equilibrium
and thus the more their abundance gets diluted before the eventual freeze-out. This can also
be seen in the left panel of Fig. 2.

3.3 Freeze-in

The above discussion was based on the assumption that the DM initially reached thermal
equilibrium with the visible sector. However, if the coupling between the visible sector and
DM particles is very small, typically y ' O(10�7) or less [254, 255], interactions between them
are not strong enough for DM to reach thermal equilibrium and freeze-out cannot happen.
Instead, the observed DM abundance can be produced by the freeze-in mechanism [15, 18].
In this case, the particle undergoing the freeze-in is referred to as a FIMP (Feebly Interacting
Massive Particle) [18], as opposed to the WIMP.

In the simplest case, the initial number density of DM particles is either zero or negligibly
small, and the observed abundance is produced by bath particle decays, for instance by
� ! ��, where � is a particle in the visible sector heat bath [15–18, 238, 256–261]. The
freeze-in yield is active until the number density of � becomes Boltzmann-suppressed, n� /
exp(�m�/T ). The comoving number density of DM particles � then becomes a constant and
the DM abundance freezes in. This is depicted in the right panel of Fig. 2.
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Figure 2. The two basic mechanisms for DM production: the freeze-out (left panel) and freeze-in
(right panel), for three di↵erent values of the interaction rate between the visible sector and DM
particles � in each case. The arrows indicate the e↵ect of increasing the rate � of the two processes.
In the left panel x = m�/T and gray dashed line shows the equilibrium density of DM particles. In
the right panel x = m�/T , where � denotes the particle decaying into DM, and the gray dashed line
shows the equilibrium density of �. In both panels Y = n�/s, where s is the entropy density of the
baryon-photon fluid.

n = 0 for s-wave annihilation, n = 1 for p-wave annihilation, and so on. Here we assumed
that the freeze-out occurs when DM is non-relativistic.

Eq. (3.6) has an important feature: the present abundance is inversely proportional to
the DM annihilation cross section. This can be understood by recalling that in the freeze-out
scenario DM particles are initially in thermal equilibrium with the visible sector and the
stronger the interaction between them is, the longer the DM particles remain in equilibrium
and thus the more their abundance gets diluted before the eventual freeze-out. This can also
be seen in the left panel of Fig. 2.

3.3 Freeze-in

The above discussion was based on the assumption that the DM initially reached thermal
equilibrium with the visible sector. However, if the coupling between the visible sector and
DM particles is very small, typically y ' O(10�7) or less [254, 255], interactions between them
are not strong enough for DM to reach thermal equilibrium and freeze-out cannot happen.
Instead, the observed DM abundance can be produced by the freeze-in mechanism [15, 18].
In this case, the particle undergoing the freeze-in is referred to as a FIMP (Feebly Interacting
Massive Particle) [18], as opposed to the WIMP.

In the simplest case, the initial number density of DM particles is either zero or negligibly
small, and the observed abundance is produced by bath particle decays, for instance by
� ! ��, where � is a particle in the visible sector heat bath [15–18, 238, 256–261]. The
freeze-in yield is active until the number density of � becomes Boltzmann-suppressed, n� /
exp(�m�/T ). The comoving number density of DM particles � then becomes a constant and
the DM abundance freezes in. This is depicted in the right panel of Fig. 2.
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The freeze-in mechanism

Other recent examples of this interplay                                                       
(in models with scalar DM and VL fermions ‘mother particles’):                                       

Belanger et al. arXiv:1811.05478

Freeze-out
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Figure 1: Mass spectrum of the Singlet-Doublet model considered here and possible decay
modes.

From these expressions, we see that, in the feebly-coupled regime, there is one neutral
state of mass approximately ms (corresponding to �1 ⇠  s), two neutral fermions �2,3

with mass approximately µ (equal mixture of  0
u and  0

d), and one charged fermion with
mass m = µ, that we denote with  ±.

The set of states with tree-level mass µ is further split by quantum corrections at one
loop, which increases the mass of the charged state. Using the results of [66], one finds
that the splitting between the charged and the neutral states is
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where ↵2 = g2/(4⇡) (with g being the SU(2)L gauge coupling) and ✓W is the weak mixing
angle. Considering |µ| > 100 GeV, �M spans the following range

250MeV . �M . 350MeV . (9)

A sketch of the spectrum of the model and the possible decay modes, described in the next
section, is shown in Figure 1.

2.2 Decay modes and decay lengths

In this subsection we study the decay modes of the fermion mass eigenstates in the feeble
coupling regime that control the phenomenology of the model. General expressions for the
decay widths through the model’s Yukawa interactions can be found in the Appendix of
Ref. [59], while here we specialise to the regime of (6) making use of the expression for the
mixing matrix reported in Appendix A.
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Freeze-in Singlet Double Dark Matter
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Singlet-Doublet model: minimal extension of the Standard Model 
introducing Higgs- and Z-portal interactions between fermion DM and the SM

New (Z2-odd) fields: a fermion singlet, a vectorlike pair of SU(2) doublets:

mentum. We analyse the LHC sensitivity on such interesting final states by recasting an
existing ATLAS search for displaced vertices and missing energy [65]. Making use of the
large statistics already collected, we show that the proper decay length that can be (will
be) tested is actually significantly larger than the detector size, reaching more than 10
(100) meters. In the corresponding parts of the parameter space with the correct dark
matter abundance, this currently constrains the dark matter mass to be as large as 500
keV and could reach a few MeV with 300 fb�1, hence well beyond the warm dark matter
regime.

The rest of the paper is organised as follows. In Section 2, we discuss the model in the
feeble-coupling regime and analyse the decay modes of the dark sector particles. Section
3 is devoted to the calculation of the abundance of dark matter produced through the
freeze-in mechanism. We then study the constraints on light dark matter from cosmology
in Section 4. In Section 5, we analyse in detail the main collider signatures—disappearing
charged tracks, as well as displaced Higgs or Z plus missing transverse momentum (E/ T )—
of our scenario and we present the recasting of the ATLAS search [65]. In Section 6, we
combine the results of the previous sections and show the interplay between collider and
cosmological signatures in probing our model of freeze-in dark matter. We summarise and
conclude in Section 7, while we present some technical details in the Appendices.

2 The feebly-coupled Singlet-Doublet DM model
We perform our analysis within the Singlet-Doublet dark matter model [53], which consists
in adding to the SM a pair of vector-like doublet fermions,  u and  d, with opposite
hypercharges and one fermionic singlet,  s:
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The subscripts indicate the SU(2)L ⇥ U(1)Y quantum numbers and these new fields are
assumed to be odd under an unbroken Z2 symmetry, under which the SM fields are even,
so as to guarantee the stability of dark matter.

The mass terms and Yukawa interactions of the model read

� L � µ  d ·  u + yd  d ·H  s + yu H† u  s +
1

2

ms  s s + h.c. , (2)

where H is the Higgs doublet (with hypercharge 1/2) and · indicates a contraction of the
SU(2)L indices through the antisymmetric tensor ✏ab.2 For later convenience, we also define
the following alternative parameterisation of the two Yukawa couplings:

yu ⌘ y sin ✓, yd ⌘ y cos ✓. (3)
2See Ref. [59] for the conventions used here and e.g. Ref. [62] for extensions of this framework to a

larger set of dark matter representations.
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Freeze-in limit: 

As is apparent from the field content, the model is a generalisation of the “Bino-Higgsino”
system of supersymmetric models with free couplings yu and yd (whereas supersymmetry
would relate them to the SM gauge couplings).

2.1 The spectrum

Upon EW-symmetry breaking, the Lagrangian in Eq. (2) leads to mixing among the neutral
components ( s,  

0
d,  

0
u) of the Z2-odd fermions. The resulting mass matrix reads

M =

0

B@
ms

ydvp
2

yuvp
2

ydvp
2

0 µ
yuvp

2
µ 0

1

CA , (4)

where v ' 246 GeV is the vev of the Higgs field. The above matrix is diagonalised by a
rotation matrix U , UMUT

=

ˆM. The mass eigenstates are then given by

(�1,�2,�3)
T
= U

�
 s, 

0
d,�

0
u

�T
. (5)

We employ the convention |m�1 | < |m�2 | < |m�3 |, thus our dark matter candidate is �1.
The model has already been extensively investigated within the framework of the freeze-

out mechanism of dark matter production [53–64]. The latter requires the couplings yu and
yd to be of the order of 10�2 � 1 for the Yukawa interactions to drive the relic abundance
to the observed one. In that case the model is constrained by direct and indirect detection
experiments and also features interesting collider signatures, typically resembling the Bino-
Higgsino system of supersymmetric models (but with arbitrary Yukawa couplings). In
contrast, in this work, we focus on the freeze-in mechanism of dark matter production
associated to very feeble Singlet-Doublet interactions. As it will become clear from the
discussion in Section 3, the typical Yukawa couplings of interest for our analysis range
from 10

�9 to 10

�6 and a large mass difference between the singlet and the doublet mass-
scales will have to be considered: |ms| ⌧ |µ|. As a result, the model features suppressed
mixing between the singlet and doublet and the singlet fermion  s ' �1 is the lightest of
the neutral fermions.

In the limit
|yu|, |yd| ⌧ 1, |ms| ⌧ |µ|, (6)

we can expand the mass eigenvalues at the first order in y2u,d and get 3

m�1 = ms +
v2

4

(yu � yd)
2

µ+ms
� v2

4

(yu + yd)
2

µ�ms
, (7)

m�2 = �µ� v2

4

(yu � yd)
2

µ+ms
,

m�3 = µ+

v2

4

(yu + yd)
2

µ�ms
.

3An approximate expression of the corresponding rotation matrix U is given in Appendix A.

4

Generalisation of the Bino-
Higgsino system of the MSSM:

|yu,d| ⌧ 1, |ms| ⌧ |µ|
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Figure 4: Left: Contours of ⌦h2 for m�1 = ms = 20 keV. Right: Contours of the values
of y on the (m�2,3 ,m�1) plane required to get the observed DM relic abundance.

one finds at leading order:
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These expressions show that the combinations of the decay widths entering in the com-
putation of the relic abundance do not depend on tan ✓ at zeroth order in m�1 . Plugging
these expressions into Eq. (18), we find the following approximate expression

⌦�1h
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◆
, (24)

which accounts for the correct relic abundance up to a few percent level error when µ & 400

GeV. Eq. (24) shows how the dark matter relic abundance via freeze-in scales with the
different parameters of the model. The results of the dark matter calculations presented
in what follows always make use of the full expressions of Eqs. (17, 18) with g⇤ = 105.

In the left panel of Figure 4, we show the dependence of the dark matter abundance
through the freeze-in mechanism on the parameters of the model for a fixed DM mass
m�1 = 20 keV on the (m�2,3 , y) plane, or equivalently (µ, y) plane. It appears that, for
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induced through the decay of A ! B �DM simply reduces to [5]

Y�DM =

135gA

(1.66)8⇡3g
3/2
⇤

MP l�A

m2
A

, (16)

where gA counts the spin degrees of freedom of the mother particle A, g⇤ is the number
of degrees of freedom at the freeze-in temperature T ⇠ mA, and MP l = 1.22 ⇥ 10

19 GeV
is the Planck mass. This result is obtained making the following simplifying assumptions:
(i) the mother particle A and the daughter particle B are in thermal equilibrium with
the SM thermal bath; (ii) A follows a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution function; (iii) we
can neglect the Pauli-blocking/stimulated emission effects associated to B. See also the
discussion in [73].

3.1 Freeze-in: collider and cosmology interplay

In the context of the Singlet-Doublet model, three mass degenerate heavy states can decay
into dark matter, namely the charged fermion  ± and the two neutral fermions �2,3, giving
rise to the DM yield:
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270MP l

(1.66)8⇡3g
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�[ + ! W+�1]

m2
 

!
,

(17)
where g = 2 takes into account the number of degrees of freedom of the charged fermion.
Notice that the contributions of the heavy neutral fermions �2,3 directly depend on the
total decay widths of �2,3, which we will denote ��2,3 in the following, as the decays into
�1 are the only available decay modes. On the other hand, for the charged fermion, only
the partial decay width into the W+�1 final state appears since the  ± decays into �2,3 are
already accounted for by the two first contributions associated to the thermal equilibrium
abundances of �2,3. We can now compute the DM relic density in terms of Y�1 :

⌦�1h
2
= m�1

s0h
2

⇢c
Y�1 , (18)

where the present entropy density and critical density are respectively s0 = 2.8912⇥10

9 m�3

and ⇢c = 10.537h2 GeV/m3. Considering that, in our scenario, we have m�2,3 ' m ' µ,
we obtain as a result
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◆2✓ P
ij gAi�ij

5⇥ 10
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◆
, (19)

where gAi is the number of degrees of freedom of the mother particle Ai, �ij denotes the
decay width �[Ai ! Bj�1], with Ai = �0

2,3 or  ± decaying into �1 plus a SM boson,
Bj = Z, h or W±.

Obtaining the dark matter yield on more general grounds, starting from Maxwell-
Boltzmann statistics, requires a fully numerical treatment of the evolution equations,
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Figure 7: Left: Decay length of the neutral fermions �2 (solid lines) and �3 (dashed
lines). Right: Branching ratio (orange dashed lines) and decay length (green solid lines) of
 ± ! �2,3⇡

±; the shaded region is excluded by searches for disappearing tracks [69, 70].
The coupling y is set in both plots by requiring ⌦h2

= 0.12.

recent ATLAS analysis [69] (see also the similar search [112] from the CMS Collaboration),
reinterpreted in [70] in terms of pure Higgsino production (which is exactly our case),
excludes the regions shaded in purple in the right panels of Figs. 2 and 7. This search
constrains the mass of the charged fermions to be larger than about 150 GeV in the regime
in which  ± ! ⇡±�2,3 dominates. For future prospects of searches for disappearing tracks
and possible strategies to increase their sensitivity, see [113, 114].

• Displaced h and/or Z + E/ T : Most of the mediator production modes will eventually
produce a pair of heavy neutral fermions (�2�2, �2�3 or �3�3), possibly with extra soft
objects that will go undetected. Indeed, as shown above, the relic abundance requirement
implies that the charged fermions decay dominantly into the heavy neutral ones, �2,3,
plus soft pions. Given the possible decay modes of �2,3, our key collider signature is thus
characterised by a final state with displaced ZZ, hh or Zh, plus missing momentum, as
illustrated in Figure 8. By summing all the possible production modes, the process is
symmetric in the �2 $ �3 exchange, since  ± decays democratically into �2,3, cf. Eq. (10).
Hence, the precise signal yield in each of the three channels ZZ, hh and hZ is determined
by the branching fractions of the two neutral fermions �2,3. In Figure 9, we show the
branching fractions of the �2,3 decays into h�1 (dashed line) and Z�1 (continuous line)
as a function of tan ✓ and for several benchmark masses. As we can see, for tan ✓ ⇡ 1,
i.e. yu ⇡ yd, one of the two heavy fermions decays predominantly into Z + �1 and the
other one into h + �1, independently of their mass. This leads to final states with a
balanced sample of hh (25%), ZZ (25%) and hZ (50%). The same is true for tan ✓ � 1

or tan ✓ ⌧ 1 and when the mass of the neutral fermions is much larger than the Higgs

16

Figure 5: Bound on the DM mass from Lyman-↵; the area below the curve is excluded.

the DM mass becomes weaker than m�1 > 12 keV only for values of the doublet mass µ
approaching the mass of the decay products Bj = Z, h, W±.

Notice that astrophysics and cosmology already provide other complementary probes
of dark matter scenarios suppressing structure formation on small scales. Among them
one finds CMB fluctuations, galaxy clustering, galaxy satellite number count, etc., see
e.g. Refs. [41, 81, 83, 86, 87, 103–107]; and also e.g. Refs. [86, 87, 108–110] for future
probes. Currently, most (combinations of) probes tend to exclude a few keV thermal warm
dark matter scenarios, on a par with the results of the Lyman-↵ forest analysis considered
here.

5 Signatures at the LHC
In the feebly-coupled regime of the Singlet-Doublet dark matter model, the mediators  ±

and �2,3 are essentially the charged and neutral components of the extra SU(2)L dou-
blets. As a result, they can be produced at the LHC through electroweak processes. These
production processes are induced by gauge couplings only and thus the cross sections are in-
dependent of the couplings yu and yd. They are actually equal to those of a pure Higgsino in
supersymmetry (SUSY) that can be computed using public tools such as Prospino2 [111].
Referring to the SUSY nomenclature, the relevant production modes include neutralino
pair production, chargino pair production, and associated production of neutralino and
chargino:

pp ! �2�3 +X, pp !  + �
+X, pp ! �2,3 

±
+X. (29)

Being substantially decoupled from the SM sector, the singlet dark matter �1 can only be
produced at the last step of the decay chain, with the possible decay modes as illustrated in
Figure 1. We report in Figure 6 the total production cross section (obtained by summing
over all mediator pair and associated production modes) with a continuous red line, and
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 ± ! ⇡± + �2,3, �2,3 ! h/Z + �1
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Figure 7: Left: Decay length of the neutral fermions �2 (solid lines) and �3 (dashed
lines). Right: Branching ratio (orange dashed lines) and decay length (green solid lines) of
 ± ! �2,3⇡

±; the shaded region is excluded by searches for disappearing tracks [69, 70].
The coupling y is set in both plots by requiring ⌦h2

= 0.12.

recent ATLAS analysis [69] (see also the similar search [112] from the CMS Collaboration),
reinterpreted in [70] in terms of pure Higgsino production (which is exactly our case),
excludes the regions shaded in purple in the right panels of Figs. 2 and 7. This search
constrains the mass of the charged fermions to be larger than about 150 GeV in the regime
in which  ± ! ⇡±�2,3 dominates. For future prospects of searches for disappearing tracks
and possible strategies to increase their sensitivity, see [113, 114].

• Displaced h and/or Z + E/ T : Most of the mediator production modes will eventually
produce a pair of heavy neutral fermions (�2�2, �2�3 or �3�3), possibly with extra soft
objects that will go undetected. Indeed, as shown above, the relic abundance requirement
implies that the charged fermions decay dominantly into the heavy neutral ones, �2,3,
plus soft pions. Given the possible decay modes of �2,3, our key collider signature is thus
characterised by a final state with displaced ZZ, hh or Zh, plus missing momentum, as
illustrated in Figure 8. By summing all the possible production modes, the process is
symmetric in the �2 $ �3 exchange, since  ± decays democratically into �2,3, cf. Eq. (10).
Hence, the precise signal yield in each of the three channels ZZ, hh and hZ is determined
by the branching fractions of the two neutral fermions �2,3. In Figure 9, we show the
branching fractions of the �2,3 decays into h�1 (dashed line) and Z�1 (continuous line)
as a function of tan ✓ and for several benchmark masses. As we can see, for tan ✓ ⇡ 1,
i.e. yu ⇡ yd, one of the two heavy fermions decays predominantly into Z + �1 and the
other one into h + �1, independently of their mass. This leads to final states with a
balanced sample of hh (25%), ZZ (25%) and hZ (50%). The same is true for tan ✓ � 1

or tan ✓ ⌧ 1 and when the mass of the neutral fermions is much larger than the Higgs
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Figure 5: Bound on the DM mass from Lyman-↵; the area below the curve is excluded.

the DM mass becomes weaker than m�1 > 12 keV only for values of the doublet mass µ
approaching the mass of the decay products Bj = Z, h, W±.

Notice that astrophysics and cosmology already provide other complementary probes
of dark matter scenarios suppressing structure formation on small scales. Among them
one finds CMB fluctuations, galaxy clustering, galaxy satellite number count, etc., see
e.g. Refs. [41, 81, 83, 86, 87, 103–107]; and also e.g. Refs. [86, 87, 108–110] for future
probes. Currently, most (combinations of) probes tend to exclude a few keV thermal warm
dark matter scenarios, on a par with the results of the Lyman-↵ forest analysis considered
here.

5 Signatures at the LHC
In the feebly-coupled regime of the Singlet-Doublet dark matter model, the mediators  ±

and �2,3 are essentially the charged and neutral components of the extra SU(2)L dou-
blets. As a result, they can be produced at the LHC through electroweak processes. These
production processes are induced by gauge couplings only and thus the cross sections are in-
dependent of the couplings yu and yd. They are actually equal to those of a pure Higgsino in
supersymmetry (SUSY) that can be computed using public tools such as Prospino2 [111].
Referring to the SUSY nomenclature, the relevant production modes include neutralino
pair production, chargino pair production, and associated production of neutralino and
chargino:

pp ! �2�3 +X, pp !  + �
+X, pp ! �2,3 

±
+X. (29)

Being substantially decoupled from the SM sector, the singlet dark matter �1 can only be
produced at the last step of the decay chain, with the possible decay modes as illustrated in
Figure 1. We report in Figure 6 the total production cross section (obtained by summing
over all mediator pair and associated production modes) with a continuous red line, and
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The lifetime of chargino as a function of the chargino mass are shown in the almost pure wino LSP scenario at the
two-loop level [61].
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Figure 7: Left: Decay length of the neutral fermions �2 (solid lines) and �3 (dashed
lines). Right: Branching ratio (orange dashed lines) and decay length (green solid lines) of
 ± ! �2,3⇡

±; the shaded region is excluded by searches for disappearing tracks [69, 70].
The coupling y is set in both plots by requiring ⌦h2

= 0.12.

recent ATLAS analysis [69] (see also the similar search [112] from the CMS Collaboration),
reinterpreted in [70] in terms of pure Higgsino production (which is exactly our case),
excludes the regions shaded in purple in the right panels of Figs. 2 and 7. This search
constrains the mass of the charged fermions to be larger than about 150 GeV in the regime
in which  ± ! ⇡±�2,3 dominates. For future prospects of searches for disappearing tracks
and possible strategies to increase their sensitivity, see [113, 114].

• Displaced h and/or Z + E/ T : Most of the mediator production modes will eventually
produce a pair of heavy neutral fermions (�2�2, �2�3 or �3�3), possibly with extra soft
objects that will go undetected. Indeed, as shown above, the relic abundance requirement
implies that the charged fermions decay dominantly into the heavy neutral ones, �2,3,
plus soft pions. Given the possible decay modes of �2,3, our key collider signature is thus
characterised by a final state with displaced ZZ, hh or Zh, plus missing momentum, as
illustrated in Figure 8. By summing all the possible production modes, the process is
symmetric in the �2 $ �3 exchange, since  ± decays democratically into �2,3, cf. Eq. (10).
Hence, the precise signal yield in each of the three channels ZZ, hh and hZ is determined
by the branching fractions of the two neutral fermions �2,3. In Figure 9, we show the
branching fractions of the �2,3 decays into h�1 (dashed line) and Z�1 (continuous line)
as a function of tan ✓ and for several benchmark masses. As we can see, for tan ✓ ⇡ 1,
i.e. yu ⇡ yd, one of the two heavy fermions decays predominantly into Z + �1 and the
other one into h + �1, independently of their mass. This leads to final states with a
balanced sample of hh (25%), ZZ (25%) and hZ (50%). The same is true for tan ✓ � 1

or tan ✓ ⌧ 1 and when the mass of the neutral fermions is much larger than the Higgs
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Figure 5: Bound on the DM mass from Lyman-↵; the area below the curve is excluded.

the DM mass becomes weaker than m�1 > 12 keV only for values of the doublet mass µ
approaching the mass of the decay products Bj = Z, h, W±.

Notice that astrophysics and cosmology already provide other complementary probes
of dark matter scenarios suppressing structure formation on small scales. Among them
one finds CMB fluctuations, galaxy clustering, galaxy satellite number count, etc., see
e.g. Refs. [41, 81, 83, 86, 87, 103–107]; and also e.g. Refs. [86, 87, 108–110] for future
probes. Currently, most (combinations of) probes tend to exclude a few keV thermal warm
dark matter scenarios, on a par with the results of the Lyman-↵ forest analysis considered
here.

5 Signatures at the LHC
In the feebly-coupled regime of the Singlet-Doublet dark matter model, the mediators  ±

and �2,3 are essentially the charged and neutral components of the extra SU(2)L dou-
blets. As a result, they can be produced at the LHC through electroweak processes. These
production processes are induced by gauge couplings only and thus the cross sections are in-
dependent of the couplings yu and yd. They are actually equal to those of a pure Higgsino in
supersymmetry (SUSY) that can be computed using public tools such as Prospino2 [111].
Referring to the SUSY nomenclature, the relevant production modes include neutralino
pair production, chargino pair production, and associated production of neutralino and
chargino:

pp ! �2�3 +X, pp !  + �
+X, pp ! �2,3 

±
+X. (29)

Being substantially decoupled from the SM sector, the singlet dark matter �1 can only be
produced at the last step of the decay chain, with the possible decay modes as illustrated in
Figure 1. We report in Figure 6 the total production cross section (obtained by summing
over all mediator pair and associated production modes) with a continuous red line, and
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Doublet states (with m~TeV) abundantly produced at the LHC:

Decays give Higgs/Z + MET:
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Figure 8: Schematic representation of one of the processes leading to displaced Z or h
bosons plus missing energy at the LHC. The red lines denote long-lived particles. Similar
final states arise from �2 or �3 pair production. Note that we do not specify the production
mechanism of the pair of neutral heavy fermions since it could be produced directly through
electroweak processes or through the decay of the charged fermion.

mass (where effectively one has BR[�2,3 ! Z�1] = BR[�2,3 ! h�1] = 50%). The only
configuration where there is not a balance in h and Z is when the mass of the neutral
fermions is close to the Higgs mass. In this latter case, kinematics favor the decays into
Z + �1, and hence final states with ZZ + E/ T are more probable.

In the next subsection, we will estimate the constraints on the three final states with
displaced ZZ+E/ T , hh+E/ T or hZ+E/ T that can be obtained from existing LHC searches
at 13 TeV for displaced signatures, and we will subsequently study the impact on the
parameter space of our model. Notice that searches performed at the LHC with

p
s= 8 TeV

can also be sensitive to the main signatures of our model, ZZ + E/ T , hh + E/ T or hZ +

E/ T . A number of such searches have been considered in Ref. [115] and reinterpreted
in terms of supersymmetric models. In particular, our scenario is similar to the case of
Higgsinos decaying into gravitino in gauge-mediated SUSY models considered in [115],
which is constrained mainly by a search for displaced dileptons [116] and a search for
displaced jet pairs [117, 118], both performed by CMS. In the next subsection, we show
a comparison of the sensitivity of these searches with the 13 TeV analysis we are going
to recast. Note that our model and the Higgsino-gravitino scenario considered in [115]
differ in an important aspect. The main difference is that the mass splitting between
the neutral components of the Higgsino multiplets in SUSY scenarios is typically sizeable
(& O(1) GeV) due to mixing with gauginos, even if such particles are substantially heavier
than the Higgsino (up to O(10) TeV). As a consequence, the heaviest neutral component
of the Higgsino decays mostly in the lightest component plus soft SM particles and the
balance among the hh, hZ, and ZZ final states only depends on the branching ratios of the
lightest neutral component of the Higgsino into the gravitino plus h or Z. In contrast, in the
Singlet-Doublet freeze-in model, the mass splitting between the heavy neutral components
is so small— as shown by the expressions in Eq. (7)— that the two neutral fermions always
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Search for long-lived, massive particles in events
with displaced vertices and missing transverse

momentum in
p

s = 13 TeV pp collisions with the
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A search for long-lived, massive particles predicted by many theories beyond the Standard
Model is presented. The search targets final states with large missing transverse momentum
and at least one high-mass displaced vertex with five or more tracks, and uses 32.8 fb�1 ofp

s = 13 TeV pp collision data collected by the ATLAS detector at the LHC. The observed
yield is consistent with the expected background. The results are used to extract 95% CL
exclusion limits on the production of long-lived gluinos with masses up to 2.37 TeV and
lifetimes of O(10�2)–O(10) ns in a simplified model inspired by Split Supersymmetry.
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Figure 10: Estimated exclusion curves from collider searches in the plane of the decay
length versus the mass of the heavy neutral fermions. Our recasting of the ATLAS DV+E/ T

search, associated to the final states of hh+ E/ T , hZ + E/ T or ZZ + E/ T , for the simplified
models i), ii) and iii) (see the text for details) are shown with red, blue and green solid
lines respectively. The orange dashed line is the exclusion of displaced searches at 8 TeV
LHC, as estimated in [115]. The purple dashed-dotted line is our estimate of the impact
of the prompt searches at 13 TeV performed by CMS [119].

Finally, we also display on the same plot an estimate of the reach of the prompt searches
(as a purple dot-dashed line), considering the BR[�2,3 ! Z�1] = BR[�2,3 ! h�1] = 50%

case reported in [119]. We stress that this limit will never be relevant in the parameter
region leading to the correct freeze-in dark matter abundance, but we report it here for
illustrative purposes. In order to draw this line, we have compared the cross section limits
reported in Ref. [119] to the total production cross section of the doublets multiplied by
the probability that both produced particles decay promptly given a certain mean decay
length c⌧�2,3 .13

DV+E/ T analysis tends to overestimate the exclusion in the compressed region (for mass splittings . 100
GeV). The complementarity with the 8 TeV searches is thus welcome.

13As a rough estimate, we consider to be prompt the events with a total displacement  0.5 mm that
we compute based on c⌧ only, without taking into account the boost factor.
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Figure 11: Exclusion capability of the 13 TeV ATLAS search for displaced jets + E/ T

for the Singlet-Doublet freeze-in model (cyan region labelled as “DV+MET”) on the plane
(µ, y) with m�2,3 = m = µ. The dashed cyan line represents the prospected bound with
300 fb

�1. The dot-dashed purple line is our estimate of the limit set by LHC searches for
the prompt signature WZ +E/ T (see the text for details). The green contours indicate the
average decay length of �2 and �3. The red line corresponds to the correct relic abundance
for m�1 = 12 keV.

at most 20%, which is largely negligible for the purpose of our recasting. As for the case of
the simplified models considered in Sec. 5.1, we employ the NLO cross sections computed
by Prospino2 [101] and we calculate 95% CL cross section upper exclusion limits assuming
no background.

Under the above assumptions, we can assess the current limits on the Singlet-Doublet
parameter space from the ATLAS DV+E/ T search. The region excluded according to our
recasting is shown with filled cyan colour in Figure 11. Its shape follows from combining
the excluded regions for the simplified models reported in Figure 10 with the iso-contours
of the average c⌧�2,3 (denoted as c⌧). The latter are shown with green continuous lines in
Figure 11 while the dashed cyan curve gives the estimated reach of an analogous DV+E/ T

search with a dataset of 300 fb�1.14 The red continuous curve shows the (y, µ) combinations
that account for all the DM for a 12 keV DM candidate. Going above the red line, i.e.
to larger values of the coupling y, induces an overabundant dark matter population, while

14The estimated curve for the DV+E/ T search with a dataset of 300 fb�1 results from simply rescaling
the luminosity and assuming the signal to remain background free. While this is an optimistic assumption,
it may not be unthinkable that backgrounds can continue to be suppressed at the cost of only a small
signal inefficiency.
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DM overabundance
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Figure 4: Left: Contours of ⌦h2 for m�1 = ms = 20 keV. Right: Contours of the values
of y on the (m�2,3 ,m�1) plane required to get the observed DM relic abundance.

one finds at leading order:
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These expressions show that the combinations of the decay widths entering in the com-
putation of the relic abundance do not depend on tan ✓ at zeroth order in m�1 . Plugging
these expressions into Eq. (18), we find the following approximate expression

⌦�1h
2 ' 0.11
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�8
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⌘✓
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µ

◆
, (24)

which accounts for the correct relic abundance up to a few percent level error when µ & 400

GeV. Eq. (24) shows how the dark matter relic abundance via freeze-in scales with the
different parameters of the model. The results of the dark matter calculations presented
in what follows always make use of the full expressions of Eqs. (17, 18) with g⇤ = 105.

In the left panel of Figure 4, we show the dependence of the dark matter abundance
through the freeze-in mechanism on the parameters of the model for a fixed DM mass
m�1 = 20 keV on the (m�2,3 , y) plane, or equivalently (µ, y) plane. It appears that, for

11
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Figure 11: Exclusion capability of the 13 TeV ATLAS search for displaced jets + E/ T

for the Singlet-Doublet freeze-in model (cyan region labelled as “DV+MET”) on the plane
(µ, y) with m�2,3 = m = µ. The dashed cyan line represents the prospected bound with
300 fb

�1. The dot-dashed purple line is our estimate of the limit set by LHC searches for
the prompt signature WZ +E/ T (see the text for details). The green contours indicate the
average decay length of �2 and �3. The red line corresponds to the correct relic abundance
for m�1 = 12 keV.

at most 20%, which is largely negligible for the purpose of our recasting. As for the case of
the simplified models considered in Sec. 5.1, we employ the NLO cross sections computed
by Prospino2 [101] and we calculate 95% CL cross section upper exclusion limits assuming
no background.

Under the above assumptions, we can assess the current limits on the Singlet-Doublet
parameter space from the ATLAS DV+E/ T search. The region excluded according to our
recasting is shown with filled cyan colour in Figure 11. Its shape follows from combining
the excluded regions for the simplified models reported in Figure 10 with the iso-contours
of the average c⌧�2,3 (denoted as c⌧). The latter are shown with green continuous lines in
Figure 11 while the dashed cyan curve gives the estimated reach of an analogous DV+E/ T

search with a dataset of 300 fb�1.14 The red continuous curve shows the (y, µ) combinations
that account for all the DM for a 12 keV DM candidate. Going above the red line, i.e.
to larger values of the coupling y, induces an overabundant dark matter population, while

14The estimated curve for the DV+E/ T search with a dataset of 300 fb�1 results from simply rescaling
the luminosity and assuming the signal to remain background free. While this is an optimistic assumption,
it may not be unthinkable that backgrounds can continue to be suppressed at the cost of only a small
signal inefficiency.
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Figure 4: Left: Contours of ⌦h2 for m�1 = ms = 20 keV. Right: Contours of the values
of y on the (m�2,3 ,m�1) plane required to get the observed DM relic abundance.
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These expressions show that the combinations of the decay widths entering in the com-
putation of the relic abundance do not depend on tan ✓ at zeroth order in m�1 . Plugging
these expressions into Eq. (18), we find the following approximate expression
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which accounts for the correct relic abundance up to a few percent level error when µ & 400

GeV. Eq. (24) shows how the dark matter relic abundance via freeze-in scales with the
different parameters of the model. The results of the dark matter calculations presented
in what follows always make use of the full expressions of Eqs. (17, 18) with g⇤ = 105.

In the left panel of Figure 4, we show the dependence of the dark matter abundance
through the freeze-in mechanism on the parameters of the model for a fixed DM mass
m�1 = 20 keV on the (m�2,3 , y) plane, or equivalently (µ, y) plane. It appears that, for
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Figure 11: Exclusion capability of the 13 TeV ATLAS search for displaced jets + E/ T

for the Singlet-Doublet freeze-in model (cyan region labelled as “DV+MET”) on the plane
(µ, y) with m�2,3 = m = µ. The dashed cyan line represents the prospected bound with
300 fb

�1. The dot-dashed purple line is our estimate of the limit set by LHC searches for
the prompt signature WZ +E/ T (see the text for details). The green contours indicate the
average decay length of �2 and �3. The red line corresponds to the correct relic abundance
for m�1 = 12 keV.

at most 20%, which is largely negligible for the purpose of our recasting. As for the case of
the simplified models considered in Sec. 5.1, we employ the NLO cross sections computed
by Prospino2 [101] and we calculate 95% CL cross section upper exclusion limits assuming
no background.

Under the above assumptions, we can assess the current limits on the Singlet-Doublet
parameter space from the ATLAS DV+E/ T search. The region excluded according to our
recasting is shown with filled cyan colour in Figure 11. Its shape follows from combining
the excluded regions for the simplified models reported in Figure 10 with the iso-contours
of the average c⌧�2,3 (denoted as c⌧). The latter are shown with green continuous lines in
Figure 11 while the dashed cyan curve gives the estimated reach of an analogous DV+E/ T

search with a dataset of 300 fb�1.14 The red continuous curve shows the (y, µ) combinations
that account for all the DM for a 12 keV DM candidate. Going above the red line, i.e.
to larger values of the coupling y, induces an overabundant dark matter population, while

14The estimated curve for the DV+E/ T search with a dataset of 300 fb�1 results from simply rescaling
the luminosity and assuming the signal to remain background free. While this is an optimistic assumption,
it may not be unthinkable that backgrounds can continue to be suppressed at the cost of only a small
signal inefficiency.
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Figure 5: Bound on the DM mass from Lyman-↵; the area below the curve is excluded.

for small mass splittings between Ai and Bj (as pointed out in [86]). Our bound is shown
in Figure 5 as a function of the doublet mass scale µ. As we can see, the lower bound on
the DM mass becomes weaker than m�1 > 12 keV only for values of the doublet mass µ
approaching the mass of the decay products Bj = Z, h, W±.

Notice that astrophysics and cosmology already provide other complementary probes
of dark matter scenarios suppressing structure formation on small scales. Among them
one finds CMB fluctuations, galaxy clustering, galaxy satellite number count, etc., see
e.g. Refs. [35, 71, 73, 76, 77, 93–97]; and also e.g. Refs. [76, 77, 98–100] for future probes.
Currently, most (combinations of) probes tend to exclude a few keV thermal warm dark
matter scenarios, on a par with the results of the Lyman-↵ forest analysis considered here.

5 Signatures at the LHC
In the feebly-coupled regime of the Singlet-Doublet dark matter model, the mediators  ±

and �2,3 are essentially the charged and neutral components of the extra SU(2)L dou-
blets. As a result, they can be produced at the LHC through electroweak processes. These
production processes are induced by gauge couplings only and thus the cross sections are in-
dependent of the couplings yu and yd. They are actually equal to those of a pure Higgsino in
supersymmetry (SUSY) that can be computed using public tools such as Prospino2 [101].
Referring to the SUSY nomenclature, the relevant production modes include neutralino
pair production, chargino pair production, and associated production of neutralino and
chargino:

pp ! �2�3 +X, pp !  + �
+X, pp ! �2,3 

±
+X. (29)

Being substantially decoupled from the SM sector, the singlet dark matter �1 can only be
produced at the last step of the decay chain, with the possible decay modes as illustrated in
Figure 1. We report in Figure 6 the total production cross section (obtained by summing

14
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Figure 11: Exclusion capability of the 13 TeV ATLAS search for displaced jets + E/ T

for the Singlet-Doublet freeze-in model (cyan region labelled as “DV+MET”) on the plane
(µ, y) with m�2,3 = m = µ. The dashed cyan line represents the prospected bound with
300 fb

�1. The dot-dashed purple line is our estimate of the limit set by LHC searches for
the prompt signature WZ +E/ T (see the text for details). The green contours indicate the
average decay length of �2 and �3. The red line corresponds to the correct relic abundance
for m�1 = 12 keV.

at most 20%, which is largely negligible for the purpose of our recasting. As for the case of
the simplified models considered in Sec. 5.1, we employ the NLO cross sections computed
by Prospino2 [101] and we calculate 95% CL cross section upper exclusion limits assuming
no background.

Under the above assumptions, we can assess the current limits on the Singlet-Doublet
parameter space from the ATLAS DV+E/ T search. The region excluded according to our
recasting is shown with filled cyan colour in Figure 11. Its shape follows from combining
the excluded regions for the simplified models reported in Figure 10 with the iso-contours
of the average c⌧�2,3 (denoted as c⌧). The latter are shown with green continuous lines in
Figure 11 while the dashed cyan curve gives the estimated reach of an analogous DV+E/ T

search with a dataset of 300 fb�1.14 The red continuous curve shows the (y, µ) combinations
that account for all the DM for a 12 keV DM candidate. Going above the red line, i.e.
to larger values of the coupling y, induces an overabundant dark matter population, while

14The estimated curve for the DV+E/ T search with a dataset of 300 fb�1 results from simply rescaling
the luminosity and assuming the signal to remain background free. While this is an optimistic assumption,
it may not be unthinkable that backgrounds can continue to be suppressed at the cost of only a small
signal inefficiency.
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Figure 5: Bound on the DM mass from Lyman-↵; the area below the curve is excluded.

for small mass splittings between Ai and Bj (as pointed out in [86]). Our bound is shown
in Figure 5 as a function of the doublet mass scale µ. As we can see, the lower bound on
the DM mass becomes weaker than m�1 > 12 keV only for values of the doublet mass µ
approaching the mass of the decay products Bj = Z, h, W±.

Notice that astrophysics and cosmology already provide other complementary probes
of dark matter scenarios suppressing structure formation on small scales. Among them
one finds CMB fluctuations, galaxy clustering, galaxy satellite number count, etc., see
e.g. Refs. [35, 71, 73, 76, 77, 93–97]; and also e.g. Refs. [76, 77, 98–100] for future probes.
Currently, most (combinations of) probes tend to exclude a few keV thermal warm dark
matter scenarios, on a par with the results of the Lyman-↵ forest analysis considered here.

5 Signatures at the LHC
In the feebly-coupled regime of the Singlet-Doublet dark matter model, the mediators  ±

and �2,3 are essentially the charged and neutral components of the extra SU(2)L dou-
blets. As a result, they can be produced at the LHC through electroweak processes. These
production processes are induced by gauge couplings only and thus the cross sections are in-
dependent of the couplings yu and yd. They are actually equal to those of a pure Higgsino in
supersymmetry (SUSY) that can be computed using public tools such as Prospino2 [101].
Referring to the SUSY nomenclature, the relevant production modes include neutralino
pair production, chargino pair production, and associated production of neutralino and
chargino:

pp ! �2�3 +X, pp !  + �
+X, pp ! �2,3 

±
+X. (29)

Being substantially decoupled from the SM sector, the singlet dark matter �1 can only be
produced at the last step of the decay chain, with the possible decay modes as illustrated in
Figure 1. We report in Figure 6 the total production cross section (obtained by summing
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Figure 12: Combined constraints on the mediator mass vs DM mass plane (m�2,3 = m =

µ). Our estimate of the ATLAS DV + E/ T exclusion is shaded in cyan (“DV+MET”), the
magenta region is excluded by disappearing tracks (“DT”), the Lyman-↵ bound is shown
in gray (“Ly-↵”). Green contours correspond to the average �2,3 decay length. The cyan
dashed line is the estimated exclusion of LHC with 300 fb�1. The coupling y is fixed such
that ⌦�1h

2
= 0.12 everywhere.

matter model. On the one side, the observed DM abundance implies a relation among
the parameters of the theory, leaving only two free parameters (plus a third one, tan ✓,
that affects the phenomenology of the model very mildly in our limit, as we discussed in
the previous sections). On the other side, for the range of decay lengths that are a priori
optimal for studying displaced signatures at the LHC (O(10) cm) and µ scales within the
reach of the collider (µ . O(1) TeV), our dark matter model can leave a testable imprint
on small scale structures. In such a region, we have a complementary constraint from the
Lyman-↵ forest observations, which is essentially independent of the mediator mass. In
contrast, the reach of LHC searches is intrinsically limited by the production cross section
of the mediators, hence by their mass, and by the size of the detector. Due to the very low
background of the recasted search and the large dataset available, the current LHC limit
actually extends to rather large values of the mediators’ lifetime and, likewise, it can probe
dark matter masses larger than those tested by cosmology, reaching up to m�1 = O(1)

MeV.
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Figure 3: A long MD era after inflation.

also cover histories with only a MD
NA

era (up to the very quick beginning of it, shown on the
horizontal blue line in Fig. (2)). Hence the three dimensional parameter space (⇢
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and in this regime the time-temperature relation has the parametric form
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The universe transitions from adiabatic to non-adiabatic evolution when the two terms in
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of (5) are comparable, at time5
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5The ' symbol indicates approximations resulting from complicated behaviors during transition regions be-
tween eras, while the ⇠ symbol indicates that, in addition, numerical constants have been dropped.
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After inflation: simple evolution of Universe energy density
where c = 2/3 if we require that �M = H(T = Trh), i.e. the decay of the
inflaton becomes ine�cient when the reheating (RH) era ends2.
To find how ⇢ = ⇢R + ⇢M evolves in time, we need to solve the following set
of Boltzmann equations:

d⇢M
dt

+ 3H⇢M = ��M⇢M , (6)

d⇢R
dt

+ 4H⇢R = �M⇢M . (7)

As already mentioned, we assume initially that ⇢R is negligible. At early
time (t ⌧ 1/�M), we can neglect the e↵ect of inflaton decays on its energy
density. In this regime, above equations can be solved analytically,

⇢M = ⇢M,i

⇣ai
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, (8)
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3
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�MMpl
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⌘ 3
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◆
. (9)

Using these results together with eq. (3), we can determine the evolution of
the temperature,

T =
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24
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T will be maximized for a = (8/3)
2/5 ai. Therefore, the maximal temperature

attained in the early Universe is

Tmax =
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. (11)

This means that Tmax is set by the scale of inflation and the reheating tem-
perature.
The result of integrating eq. (6) and (7) numerically is shown in fig. 2. We
see that initially, there is no radiation. However, ⇢R immediately rises and
Tmax is achieved. After this, ⇢R ⇠ a�3/2 3 meaning that T ⇠ a�3/8 and
therefore, ⇢M ⇠ T 8. This behavior will continue until T = Trh, when all
the remaining inflatons will decay to radiation. From this point onward, we
enter the usual RD era.

2
This however is an approximation since numerical solutions show that c ⇡ 1.2[3].

3
In general, ⇢R still scales like eq. (9), but the second term in brackets will be negligible

for a > 5ai.
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A bottom-up approach
Classification of all possible operators mediating the decay

Work in progress with Calibbi, Junius, Lopez-Honorez, Mariotti
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For each choice of the SM 
particle, we know the 
quantum numbers of B 

(X must be a gauge singlet)

We consider:
spin 0 and 1/2 DM

spin 0, 1/2 and 1 for B

slide by F. D’Eramo

Fermion dark matter with a 
scalar partner coupled to leptons l��B
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Heavy Stable 
Charged Particles

Displaced Leptons

A fermion DM example

Example:

A bottom-up approach
Classification of all possible operators mediating the decay

Work in progress with Calibbi, Junius, Lopez-Honorez, Mariotti

B ! SM+X
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Constraining reheating at the LHC 
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Max T reheating @ LHC

Alberto Mariotti (VUB) FIMP DM and LLP @ LHC 21-11-2019
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We fix Dark Matter mass and impose correct DM relic abundance
Reheating temperature is predicted

Fix Dark Matter mass at the lowest allowed value

Contours of Maximal T reheating compatible with DM hypothesis

!!! Indirect LHC probe of T reheating !!!

Fermion dark matter with a 
scalar partner coupled to leptons l��B
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Heavy Stable 
Charged Particles

Displaced Leptons

A fermion DM example

Displaced 
leptons

Disappearing 
tracks

Charged tracks
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Summary
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LHC searches for displaced vertices set non-trivial constrains  
on the FI regime of our model. Nice interplay with cosmology/astrophysics! 

Searches for long-lived particles (decaying into missing energy) can give us 
information on the thermal history of the universe

Freeze-in Dark Matter is naturally feebly coupled. 
This implies long-lived mediators so that LHC can test FI scenarios 

via exotic (and virtually background-free) signatures

Long-lived particles are a general consequence of the freeze-in mechanism 
Similar results are found within other FI models (with LHC/future exps)





LHC phenomenology
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Figure 5: Bound on the DM mass from Lyman-↵; the area below the curve is excluded.

the DM mass becomes weaker than m�1 > 12 keV only for values of the doublet mass µ
approaching the mass of the decay products Bj = Z, h, W±.

Notice that astrophysics and cosmology already provide other complementary probes
of dark matter scenarios suppressing structure formation on small scales. Among them
one finds CMB fluctuations, galaxy clustering, galaxy satellite number count, etc., see
e.g. Refs. [41, 81, 83, 86, 87, 103–107]; and also e.g. Refs. [86, 87, 108–110] for future
probes. Currently, most (combinations of) probes tend to exclude a few keV thermal warm
dark matter scenarios, on a par with the results of the Lyman-↵ forest analysis considered
here.

5 Signatures at the LHC
In the feebly-coupled regime of the Singlet-Doublet dark matter model, the mediators  ±

and �2,3 are essentially the charged and neutral components of the extra SU(2)L dou-
blets. As a result, they can be produced at the LHC through electroweak processes. These
production processes are induced by gauge couplings only and thus the cross sections are in-
dependent of the couplings yu and yd. They are actually equal to those of a pure Higgsino in
supersymmetry (SUSY) that can be computed using public tools such as Prospino2 [111].
Referring to the SUSY nomenclature, the relevant production modes include neutralino
pair production, chargino pair production, and associated production of neutralino and
chargino:

pp ! �2�3 +X, pp !  + �
+X, pp ! �2,3 

±
+X. (29)

Being substantially decoupled from the SM sector, the singlet dark matter �1 can only be
produced at the last step of the decay chain, with the possible decay modes as illustrated in
Figure 1. We report in Figure 6 the total production cross section (obtained by summing
over all mediator pair and associated production modes) with a continuous red line, and
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 ± ! ⇡± + �2,3, �2,3 ! h/Z + �1
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Doublet states (with m~TeV) abundantly produced at the LHC:

Decays give Higgs/Z + MET:

Neutral states BRs:

Figure 9: Branching ratios of �2 (first row) and �3 (second row) as a function of tan ✓ ⌘
yu/yd, for different choices of their mass. If tan ✓ < 0, �2 and �3 simply exchange role.

lightest neutral component of the Higgsino into the gravitino plus h or Z. In contrast, in the
Singlet-Doublet freeze-in model, the mass splitting between the heavy neutral components
is so small— as shown by the expressions in Eq. (7)— that the two neutral fermions always
decay directly to �1Z or �1h with branching ratios as illustrated in Figure 9.

• Searches for prompt decays: For small values of the decay length of the mediators
(corresponding to moderate/large values of y), we expect that limits from standard prompt
searches can be effective. A combination of recent searches at the LHC with

p
s= 13 TeV

for production of supersymmetric charginos and neutralinos can be found in Ref. [109].
Possible final states are hh + E/ T , ZZ + E/ T and hZ + E/ T , which are typical signatures
of searches targeting Higgsino-like neutralinos in gauge mediated supersymmetry breaking
[110], or Higgsinos decaying into light Bino, see e.g. [111]. In these final states, limits to the
Higgsino mass up to 600-700 GeV were obtained.8 A second type of relevant final states
are WZ +E/ T and Wh+E/ T , which are possible in our model for moderate/large values of
y, such that the charged fermions  ± decay promptly into W±�1, cf. Figure 2.

Note that the configurations of the model giving rise to the observed relic abundance
through freeze-in considered in Sec. 3.2 never give rise to prompt decays, i.e. the decay
length is always larger than about 1 mm. We discuss thus these prompt decay searches

8Searches performed with the dataset of the 8 TeV run of the LHC are comparatively much less sensitive,
constraining Higgsino masses up to around 250 GeV [111], so that we are not going to consider them here.
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Figure 13: Comparison between the result of our simulation and the excluded cross section
reported in the ATLAS paper [53] for a long-lived gluino simplified model. The ATLAS
results are shown as red lines, while our analysis corresponds to the blue bands. In order
to draw our bands, we considered variation of the efficiency of ±50%. The upper plots
show the excluded cross section as a function of c⌧ for a fixed neutralino mass m� = 100

GeV and two benchmark values for the gluino mass, mg̃ = 1400, 2000 GeV. The lower plots
show the excluded cross section as a function of m� fixing ⌧ = 1 ns and the same two
benchmarks for mg̃.

where the decay of the bosons is performed in Pythia. We then processed the output with
the selection procedures explained above to extract the efficiencies as a function of the
mean lifetime c⌧ and the mass of the decaying heavy particles m�2 = m�3 .

As a final remark, let us notice that the efficiencies displayed in Figure 14 have been
obtained by treating displaced heavy flavour jets like light-flavour ones. However, the
case of Z or h decaying into b¯b pairs requires in principle additional care, since the recast
DV+E/ T search associates tracks to a displaced vertex based on track-vertex compatibility
requirements, and merges displaced vertices if within 1 mm. For displaced b jets, these
requirements are difficult to recast. As we mentioned, we choose to neglect this possible
issue (an interesting discussion of which can be found in Ref. [128]). We argue that this
simplification has a limited impact on our estimated exclusions (shown in Figures 11 and 12)
for the following reasons: (i) Only one DV is enough to satisfy the analysis’ requirements,
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Recasting a DV+MET search by ATLAS

Lorenzo Calibbi (Nankai)Freeze-in DM at the LHC

Our recasting 
Madgraph/Pythia/Delphes


